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‘Talent is equally distributed, opportunity is not.’ These were the words shared with the enthusiastic 

audience on Thursday 12th September at the NGC Sanfest 2019 launch by Mr. Winston Mohammed, Senior 

Manager, Projects, The National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago Limited (NGC).  Mr. Mohammed 

restated NGC’s commitment to Sanfest as the Company views this partnership as integral to its pillar of 

youth development. He noted that NGC Sanfest encourages greater participation by youth in the arts, and 

provides experiences for holistic development, as well as a forum to explore and foster creative abilities. 

Sanfest was founded by The San Fernando Arts Council in 1970.  NGC has been a supporter of Sanfest 

since 2003 and became its title sponsor in 2013. Now in its 49th year, NGC Sanfest 2019, themed “Where 

stars are born”, continues to be a focal point for talented primary and secondary school children to 

showcase their talent.  The three main disciplines under which the competition is run are Visual Arts, 

Literary Arts, and Performing Arts (Drama, Music and Dance). As has become customary, NGC Sanfest 

took the opportunity to honour three stalwarts who made an indelible impact on Trinidad and Tobago’s 

cultural fabric, and by extension, NGC Sanfest.  The 2019 honourees were: Ken “Professor” Philmore, 

Junior Bisnath and Dr. Winston Bailey, better known as “The Mighty Shadow”. 

NGC Sanfest is part of a suite of opportunities that the Company provides for young people to unleash 

potential. These include NGC Children’s Bocas Lit Fest (literary arts), NGC Right on Track (track and field), 

and partnering with other providers such as YTEPP and MIC to provide opportunities for the development 

of entrepreneurial and pan-tuning skills respectively.  

According to Mr. Mohammed, “NGC Sanfest is where stars are born, yes, but this is only true because first 

and foremost, NGC Sanfest allows for a show of unbridled talent. Through this competition, our students 

can unleash and shine and become, but they must first step on stage.” This year, the Festival will run from 

September 30th to November 17th for the preliminaries, finals and command performances. More 

information on NGC Sanfest 2019 can be found on the San Fernando Arts Council website - 

http://sfactt.weebly.com/ngc-sanfest.html.  

For further information, please contact: 

Lisa M. Burkett – Manager, Corporate Communications  
The National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago Limited (NGC) 
Orinoco Drive, Point Lisas Industrial Estate, Couva 
Email: Lisa.Burkett@ngc.co.tt 
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